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DIMENSIONS OF SOME LOCALLY ANALYTIC

REPRESENTATIONS

TOBIAS SCHMIDT AND MATTHIAS STRAUCH

Abstract. Let G be the group of points of a split reductive group over a finite
extension of Qp. In this paper, we compute the dimensions of certain classes
of locally analytic G-representations. This includes principal series represen-
tations and certain representations coming from homogeneous line bundles on
p-adic symmetric spaces. As an application, we compute the dimensions of the
unitary GL2pQpq-representations appearing in Colmez’ p-adic local Langlands
correspondence.
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1. Introduction

Let L be a finite extension of Qp and let G “ GpLq be the group of L-valued
points of a split connected reductive algebraic group G over L. Let P Ď G be a
parabolic subgroup.

Admissible Banach space representations or locally analytic representations of G
admit a well-behaved notion of (canonical) dimension. The rational representations
coming from the algebraic group G or the traditional smooth representations from
Langlands theory are known to have dimension zero. Moreover, any representation
which is not zero-dimensional has dimension greater or equal to half the dimension
of the minimal nilpotent orbit of G [3]. Besides these general results, the dimen-
sions of even very explicit representations like principal series representations have
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not been computed so far. In this paper, we make an attempt to close this gap and
determine the dimensions of certain families of representations. This includes prin-
cipal series representations as well as representations coming from p-adic symmetric
spaces. The technical key result is that the functor FG

P introduced by Orlik and
the second author in [28] from Lie algebra representations of g “ LiepGq endowed
with a compatible action of P to locally analytic G-representations preserves the
dimension.

As an application, we compute the dimensions in Colmez’ p-adic local Langlands
correspondence [12] for GL2pQpq. Let ΠpV q denote the unitary representation of
GL2pQpq corresponding to an absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional p-adic Galois
representation V of GalpQ̄p{Qpq. We show that the resulting map V ÞÑ dim ΠpV q

is constant with value 1.
In the following we give more details on the individual sections of this paper. In

section 2 we review basic notions of dimension theory and establish two auxiliary
lemmas. In section 3 we develop a framework which allows us to prove faithful
flatness of Arens-Michael envelopes in many situations. In section 4 we combine
this result, in the case of the universal enveloping algebra Upgq of g “ LiepGq, with
a study of the functor FG

P and prove that the latter preserves dimensions. On the
level of Lie algebra representations, canonical dimension coincides with the more
traditional Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and this enables us to give explicit dimension
formulas for the representations FG

P pMq whenever the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
for M (viewed as an Upgq-module) is known. We illustrate this in section 5 in the
case of the classical parabolic Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand category for p Ď g where
p “ LiepP q. For example, the dimension of the locally analytic parabolic induc-

tion IndGP pV q where V is a locally analytic P -representation on a finite-dimensional
vector space equals the vector space dimension of g{p. We also remark that the
dimensions of irreducible objects in the BGG-category can be computed out of
the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture through Joseph’s Goldie rank polynomials. The
main result of [28] shows that the functor FG

P preserves irreducibility in many cases
which yields the dimensions of all the irreducible G-representations which can be
constructed through a functor of type FG

P . In section 6 we let G “ GLd`1pLq and
compute the dimension of locally analytic representations coming from homoge-
neous line bundles on Drinfeld’s upper half space [27]. In section 7 we give the
aforementioned application to GL2pQpq.

Notation and conventions: We denote by p a prime number and consider fields
L Ă K which are both finite extensions of Qp. Let oL and oK be the rings of integers
of L, resp. K, and let | ¨ |K be the absolute value on K such that |p|K “ p´1. The
field L is our ”base field”, whereas we consider K as our ”coefficient field”. For a
locally convex K-vector space V we denote by V 1

b its strong dual, i.e., the K-vector
space of continuous linear forms equipped with the strong topology of bounded
convergence. Sometimes, in particular, when V is finite-dimensional, we simplify
notation and write V 1 instead of V 1

b . All finite-dimensional K-vector spaces are
equipped with the unique Hausdorff locally convex topology.

We let G be a split reductive group scheme over oL and T Ă B Ă G a maximal
split torus and a Borel subgroup scheme, respectively. We denote the base change to
L of these group schemes by the same letters. We letB Ď P be a parabolic subgroup
and let LP be the unique Levi subgroup which contains T. By G0 “ GpoLq,
B0 “ BpoLq, etc., and G “ GpLq, B “ BpLq, etc., we denote the corresponding
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groups of oL-valued points and L-valued points, respectively. Finally, Gothic letters
g, p, etc., usually denote the Lie algebras of G, P , etc.: g “ LiepGq, t “ LiepT q,
b “ LiepBq, p “ LiepP q, lp “ LiepLP q, etc. A base change to K is usually denoted
by the subscript K , for instance, gK “ g bL K.

2. Grade and dimension

In this section we introduce some basic notions in dimension theory and establish
two simple lemmas. The term module always means left module. Noetherian rings
are two-sided noetherian and other ring-theoretic properties are used similarly.

We recall the notion of an Auslander regular ring [23]. Let R be an arbitrary
associative unital ring. For any R-module N the grade jRpNq is defined to be
either the smallest integer k such that ExtkRpN,Rq ‰ 0 or 8. Now suppose that R
is (left and right) noetherian. If N ‰ 0 is finitely generated, then its grade jRpNq

is bounded above by the projective dimension of N . A noetherian ring R is called
Auslander regular if its global dimension is finite and if every finitely generated
R-module N satisfies Auslander’s condition: for any k ě 0 and any R-submodule
L ĎExtkRpN,Rq one has jRpLq ě k.

Let R be an Auslander regular ring of finite global dimension gldpRq and M an
R-module. The number

dimR M :“ gldpRq ´ jRpMq

is called the canonical dimension of M . One has

dimR M “ maxtdimR M 1, dimR M2
u

for an exact sequence 0 Ñ M 1 Ñ M Ñ M2 Ñ 0. Moreover, dimR 0 “ ´8.
Let τ be an automorphism of R and let M be a left R-module. We denote by τM

the abelian group M with the left R-action r.m :“ τ prqm and call τM the twist of
M with τ . In the case of a right module M we denote the analogous construction
by Mτ .

Lemma 2.1. Twisting with τ has the following properties:

(i) the functor M Ñτ M is an auto-equivalence on the category of all R-
modules,

(ii) M is finitely generated if and only if τM is finitely generated,

(iii) there are canonical isomorphisms ExtkRpτM,Rq » ExtkRpM,Rqτ for all k,
(iv) one has jRpMq “ jRpτMq.

Proof. Twisting with τ´1 yields a quasi-inverse, so (i) is clear. (ii) is trivial so
let us turn to (iii). In the case of k “ 0 the isomorphism is given explicitly by
sending a linear form f on τM to the linear form τ ˝ f on M . According to (i)
a projective resolution P‚ for M yields a projective resolution τP‚ for τM . Since
the isomorphism for k “ 0 is natural in M , we are done. (iv) follows formally from
(iii). �

Lemma 2.2. Let R Ñ S be a faithfully flat ring extension between noetherian
rings. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. We have

jSpS bR Mq “ jRpMq .
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Proof. Put MS :“ S bR M . We have ExtkRpM,Rq bR S » ExtkSpMS, Sq for all k.
Indeed, since R Ñ S is flat, choosing a free resolution of M by finitely generated
free modules reduces us to the case k “ 0 and M “ R where the statement is
obvious. By faithful flatness of R Ñ S, we have Ext

jRpMq

R pM,Rq bR S ‰ 0 which
implies the claim. �

3. Arens-Michael envelopes and faithful flatness

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K and uni-
formizer π.

Let A be an R-algebra, flat as an R-module, which is π-adically separated, that
is,

Ş

mě0 π
mA “ 0. Let A be equipped with an increasing and exhaustive filtration

F0A Ď F1A Ď F2A Ď . . .

by R-submodules such that 1 P F0A and FiA¨FjA Ď Fi`jA for all i, j. In particular,
F0A is an R-subalgebra of A. We make the following two assumptions on this
filtration:

(1) The ring F0A is a commutative noetherian integral domain such that F0A{

πF0A is a regular integral domain;
(2) The associated graded ring grF‚ A is commutative and isomorphic to a poly-

nomial ring over F0A in finitely many, say r, variables (where the polyno-
mial ring has its usual positive grading by total degree with the variables
placed in degree one).

The regularity assumption in (1) means that all local rings of F0A{πF0A at prime
ideals are regular or, equivalently, that the ring F0A{πF0A has finite global dimen-
sion. Of course, any filtration with F0A “ R satisfies (1), but there is no point in
restricting to this special case at the moment. We also note that (2) implies by
induction on i ` j:

(3) We have FiA ¨ FjA “ FjA ¨ FiA as R-submodules of A for all i, j.

Indeed, the principal symbol in grFi`jA of some element x P Fi`jAzFi`j´1A is a

finite sum of nonzero products yiyj with yi P grFi A, yj P grFj A. If xk P FkA is a lift
of yk, then, by induction, we may assume that the difference x´

ř

i,j xixj P Fi`j´1

lies in FiA ¨ Fj´1A. Hence x P FiA ¨ FjA as required.
Positively filtered algebras A that satisfy these requirements abound. The main

examples we have in mind are universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras as well as
the rings of (crystalline) differential operators on certain smooth affine R-schemes.
We will give more details at the end of this section.

In the following we will assume that these conditions hold. We then have the
K-algebras

pF0AqK :“ F0A bR K and AK :“ A bR K .

The algebra pF0AqK has a natural structure of normed algebra by declaring
the lattice F0A to be the unit ball. We give AK the finest locally convex topology
making the inclusion map pF0AqK ãÑ AK continuous (where the source has its norm
topology). Our aim in this subsection is to analyze the algebraic and homological

properties of the Arens-Michael envelope ÂK of the locally convex algebra AK .
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Recall [15]1 that

ÂK :“ pHausdorffq completion of AK w.r.t. all continuous

submultiplicative seminorms.

Among our main results will be that ÂK is a Fréchet-Stein algebra in the sense
of [41] and that the canonical completion homomorphism AK Ñ ÂK is a faithfully
flat ring extension. As we will see, these results make the homological algebra of
ÂK quite transparent.

As a first step we will obtain a more accessible description of ÂK . To this end,
we consider the Rees ring

RF
‚ pAq :“

à

iě0

pFiAqXi

of the filtered ring A, viewed as a subring of the polynomial ring ArXs. The ring
RF

‚ pAq is noetherian according to [23, II.2.2.1]. For each number n ě 0 we let An

be the image of RF
‚ pAq under the evaluation homomorphism ArXs Ñ A given by

X ÞÑ πn. Obviously, An`1 Ď An and A0 “ A. Let Ân be the π-adic completion

of An and put Ân,K :“ Ân bR K. All rings An, Ân and Ân,K are noetherian.

Indeed, An is a homomorphic image of the noetherian Rees ring and Ân is its adic
completion at a central element [5, 3.2.3]. Finally, Ân,K is a localization of Ân and
hence noetherian, too.

In the following we will need some basic results on the interplay between the
positive filtration F‚A on A, the π-adic filtration on A and the rings An. Such
results are established by K. Ardakov and S. Wadsley in [3] and to be completely
clear, we therefore relate our situation to the terminology used in loc. cit. The
positively filtered ring A is an almost commutative R-algebra in the sense of the
definition [3, 3.4]. Moreover, it is deformable and An is its n-th deformation [3, 3.5].

According to [3, Prop. 3.8] the algebra Ân,K is therefore an almost commutative

affinoid K-algebra in the sense of the definition [3, 3.8]. In particular, Ân,K is a

complete doubly filtered K-algebra with slice Ân{πÂn [3, 3.1]. Of course, we have

An{πAn “ Ân{πÂn.
Each ring An has its induced filtration FmAn :“ An X FmA. Since grF‚ A is flat

over R one has

(3.1) FmAn “

ÿ

i“0,...,m

πinFiA .

In particular, F0An “ F0A. The graded ring grF‚ An is in fact isomorphic to the
graded ring grF‚ A via the map given on the i-th homogeneous component as

(3.2) FiA{Fi´1A ÝÑ FiAn{Fi´1An, x ` Fi´1A ÞÑ πinx ` Fi´1An ,

[3, Lem. 3.5]. In particular, grF‚ An is isomorphic, as a graded ring, to a polynomial
ring in r variables over F0An.

The slice An{πAn has the quotient filtration coming from F‚An and we let
grF‚ pAn{πAnq be the associated graded ring. According to [3, Lem. 3.7] the map
An Ñ An{πAn induces an isomorphism of graded rings

1The classical notion of an Arens-Michael envelope [15] is given for complex algebras, but the
definition extends readily to any valued field.
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(3.3) grF‚ An{πgrF‚ An
»

ÝÑ grF‚ pAn{πAnq .

Following [3, 3.1] we finally abbreviate

GrpÂn,Kq :“ grF‚ pAn{πAnq .

This is a polynomial ring over F0An{πF0An in r variables and is therefore a
noetherian regular integral domain according to (1).

Proposition 3.4. The homomorphism Ân`1,K Ñ Ân,K is flat for all n.

Proof. We follow an overall strategy of Berthelot [5, 3.5.3] which is made explicit
by Emerton in [14, 5.3.10]. In particular, we want to apply the following statement
(loc. cit.). Let C be a (not necessarily commutative) p-torsion free and p-adically
separated left noetherian Zp-algebra. If B is a Zp-subalgebra of Qp bZp

C that
contains C and that is equipped with an exhaustive increasing filtration by Zp-
submodules F0 Ă F1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ satisfying the following assumptions:

(i) for each pair i, j we have Fi ¨ Fj Ă Fi`j ;
(ii) F0 “ C;
(iii) the associated graded algebra of B is finitely generated over A by central

elements,

then Qp bZp
B is flat as a right Qp bZp

C-module.
We will apply this statement to the rings C :“ An`1 and B :“ An where the

filtration on B “ An will be a certain ‘augmented’ filtration which we now define.
Let

F 1
mAn :“ An`1 ¨ FmAn

for all m. We claim that this filtration satisfies

F 1
kAn ¨ F 1

�An Ď F 1
k`�An

for all k, � so that we have an associated graded ring grF
1

‚ An. To prove the claim,
it suffices to verify

An`1 ¨ FmAn “ FmAn ¨ An`1 .

Because of An`1 “
ř

jě0 π
pn`1qjFjA together with (3.1) this reduces to

πpn`1qjFjA ¨ πinFiA “ πinFiA ¨ πpn`1qjFjA

for each i, j. However, this is a direct consequence of (3). Secondly, we observe that

F0An “ F0A which implies grF
1

0 An “ F 1
0An “ An`1. Finally, we claim that the

ring grF
1

‚ An is finitely generated over grF
1

0 An by central elements. To start with,
the composite

Fm`1An Ď F 1
m`1An Ñ F 1

m`1An{F 1
mAn

is surjective and factors through Fm`1An{FmAn for all m ě 0.” We obtain a graded
ring homomorphism

f : grF‚ An Ñ grF
1

‚ An

whose image equals F0An‘p
À

mą0 gr
F 1

m Anq with F0An Ă grF
1

0 An. According to the
isomorphism (3.2) and our hypothesis (2) on grF‚ A, the source of f is a polynomial
ring over F0An in finitely many variables, say y1, . . . , yr P grF1 An. It therefore

suffices to see that the images of these generators in grF
1

‚ An are central, that is,
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they commute with grF
1

0 An “ F 1
0An “ An`1. To this end, we choose elements

x1, . . . , xr in F1A such that yi “ πnxi ` F0An. This is possible according to (3.2).

The commutator rgrF
1

0 An, fpyiqs vanishes in grF
1

‚ An, if we can show the inclusion
rAn`1, π

nxi ` F0Ans Ď An`1 inside An. Since F0An “ F0An`1 Ă An`1 and since
r¨, πnxis is additive, we are reduced to show

rπpn`1qjz, πnxis P An`1

for any z P FjA and j ě 0. Since grF‚ A is commutative, the commutator rz, xis P

Fj`1A lies, in fact, in the subgroup FjA. This implies

rπpn`1qjz, πnxis “ πpn`1qj`n
rz, xis P πn

¨ πpn`1qjFjA Ă πn
¨ FjAn`1 Ă FjAn`1

which proves the claim. All in all, we have now verified the conditions (i), (ii),
(iii) above for the augmented filtration F 1

‚An on An and its subring F 1
0An “ An`1.

Hence, we obtain the flatness of Ân`1,K Ñ Ân,K . �

The proposition implies that the projective limit

lim
ÐÝ
n

Ân,K ,

with its projective limit topology, is a Fréchet-Stein algebra in the sense of [41].

Proposition 3.5. The canonical map lim
ÐÝn

Ân,K
»
Ñ ÂK is an isomorphism of

topological algebras.

Proof. Clearly, any An gives rise to a continuous submultiplicative seminorm, say
||.||n, on AK and it suffices to see that these are cofinal in the directed set of
all such seminorms on AK . According to [3, Lem. 3.1], the graded ring of An

relative to its π-adic filtration is isomorphic to a polynomial ring pAn{πAnqrts

in one variable t over An{πAn. Since GrpÂn,Kq is an integral domain, the rings
An{πAn and pAn{πAnqrts are integral domains, too. This implies that ||.||n is in
fact multiplicative. After these preliminaries, we consider an arbitrary continuous
and submultiplicative seminorm ||.|| on AK . Choose a graded isomorphism between
grF‚ A and a polynomial ring over F0A and lift the variables to elements x1, . . . , xr

in F1A. By (1) the ring F0A is an integral domain and, hence, so is grF‚ A. In
particular, the principal symbol map for grF‚ A is multiplicative. It follows that the

ordered monomials xk :“ xk1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xkr

r for k :“ pk1, . . . , krq P Nr form a basis of the
F0A-module A. Take an element a P AK and write

a “
ÿ

k

akx
k

with uniquely determined ak P pF0AqK . Let |.| be the norm on pF0AqK and choose
n large enough such that ||xi|| ď |π|´n for all i. By (3.2) the symbols of the elements
πnxi in grF‚ An are in degree one and constitute a complete set of variables over
F0An. Repeating the argument above for An shows that ||πnxi||n “ 1 for all i and
that

||a||n “ max
k

|ak| ¨

ź

i

||xi||
ki
n “ max

k
|ak| ¨

ź

i

|π|
´nki .

Our assertion follows now from

||a|| ď max
k

|ak| ¨ ||xk
|| ď max

k
|ak|

ź

i

||xi||
ki ď ||a||n . �
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Proposition 3.6. Assume that F0A is π-adically complete. Then canonical homo-
morphism AK Ñ ÂK is faithfully flat.

Before we turn to the proof of the proposition we establish two auxiliary lemmas.
We consider the π-adic filtration on An, Ân and Ân,K . Let grπ‚ An be the associated

graded ring of An and let t be the principal symbol of π. Of course, grπ‚ An “ grπ‚ Ân.
As we have explained above, grπ‚ An “ pAn{πAnqrts equals the polynomial ring over
An{πAn in the variable t. In particular,

grπ‚ Ân,K “ pAn{πAnqrt˘1
s .

Since GrpÂn,Kq is noetherian, the ring An{πAn is noetherian, too. So grπ‚ An is
noetherian. Since A is π-adically separated, by assumption, so is An. Since π is
a central and regular element in An, we have the Artin-Rees property for the π-
adic filtration on An [23, Cor. I.4.4.8]. This implies that the Rees ring associated
with the π-adic filtration of An is noetherian [23, Thm. II.1.1.5] and this finally
allows us to apply the theory of lifted Ore sets as explained in [24]. To do this, let
Tn Ď grπ‚ An be the central and multiplicative subset equal to t1, t, t2, . . . u and put

Sn :“ ts P An : σpsq P T u.

Lemma 3.7. The set Sn is an Ore set in An. There is a filtration on the localization
S´1
n An making An Ñ S´1

n An a filtered homomorphism. The associated graded
ring is canonically isomorphic to the localization T´1

n pgrπ‚Anq. The completion

homomorphism S´1
n An Ñ

{S´1
n A is faithfully flat.

Proof. The statements about the Ore set, the filtration and the graded ring follow
from [24, Cor. 2.2/Cor. 2.4]. Note that the filtration on S´1

n An is Zariskian in

the sense of [23] and therefore S´1
n An Ñ

{S´1
n An is indeed faithfully flat [23, Thm.

II.2.1.2]. �

Lemma 3.8. In the situation of the preceding lemma, the canonical homomorphism
An Ñ Ân,K extends to an isomorphism of K-algebras

{S´1
n An

»
ÝÑ Ân,K .

Proof. The canonical homomorphism h : An Ñ Ân,K is of course filtered relative

to π-adic filtrations. Moreover, hp1 ` Inq consists of units in Ân which implies

hpsq P pÂn,Kqˆ for each s P Sn. For any m we denote the homogeneous com-

ponent of grπ‚An of degree m by grπmAn, and similarly for the graded rings grπ‚ Â

and grπ‚ Ân,K . Given s P Sn with σpsq P grπmAn we have σphpsqq P grπmÂn,K . We
have already explained that An{πAn is an integral domain. Hence, the graded

ring grπ‚ Ân,K “ pAn{πAnqrt˘1s is an integral domain, too, and therefore its prin-

cipal symbol map is multiplicative. Since σp1q “ 1 P gr0Ân,K , we deduce that

σphpsq´1q P gr´mÂn,K . The universal property of microlocalization [23, Prop.
IV.1.1.3] applied to h therefore yields a filtered homomorphism

ĥ : {S´1
n An Ñ Ân,K

such that h “ ĥ ˝ q where q equals the canonical map An Ñ
{S´1
n An. We claim

that ĥ is an isomorphism. Since the filtrations on source and target are exhaustive,
separated and complete, it suffices to check that its graded map is an isomorphism
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[23, Cor. I.4.2.5]. However this graded map equals the canonical map between

the graded ring of S´1
n An and grπ‚ Ân,K “ T´1

n pgrπ‚Anq which is an isomorphism
according to the preceding lemma. �

We now turn to the proof of the proposition.

Proof. Consider a (left) ideal J Ă AK . Since AK “ An boK K Ñ Ân,K is flat, the
map

(3.9) Ân,K bAK
J ÝÑ Ân,K

is injective for any n. The ring AK being noetherian, the AK-module J is finitely
presented and, hence, so is the ÂK-module ÂK bAK

J . It is therefore a coadmissible

module for the Fréchet-Stein algebra ÂK [41, Cor. 3.4] and, consequently, equals

the projective limit over the modules Ân,K bAK
J . Since the projective limit is left-

exact, we thereby obtain from (3.9) the injectivity of the map ÂK bAK
J Ñ ÂK .

This establishes the flatness of the map AK Ñ ÂK .
We turn to faithful flatness. To this end, consider a (left) AK-module M and

assume ÂK bAK
M “ 0. Since AK Ñ ÂK is flat, we may assume [5, 3.3.5] that

M is a cyclic module on one generator, say m. According to the first lemma, the

completion homomorphism S´1
n An Ñ

{S´1
n An is faithfully flat. Moreover, π P Sn,

so that S´1
n An “ S´1

n AK . According to the second lemma, we have an isomorphism
{S´1
n An » Ân,K . We may therefore deduce from

{S´1
n An bS´1

n An
S´1
n M “ Ân,K bAK

M “ Ân,K bÂK
pÂK bAK

Mq “ 0

that S´1
n M “ 0; in other words, M is Sn-torsion for all n. Thus, there exists an

element fn P Sn with fnm “ 0 for all n. However, Sn is of the form
Ť

mě0 π
m ¨ p1`

Inq where In denotes the ideal generated by π in An “
ř

iě0 π
niFiA. Since F0A is

π-adically complete, the elements in 1 ` πF0A are units in F0A which allow us to
assume that fn is of the form 1`πngn with some element gn P A. The limit of the
sequence fnm P Am in the π-adic topology equals m. Thus, m “ 0 and M “ 0.
This completes the proof of the proposition. �

Corollary 3.10. Let M be a finitely generated AK-module and M̂ :“ ÂK bAK
M .

Then

jAK
pMq “ jÂK

pM̂q .

Proof. Use Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 2.2. �

We have already explained that the ring GrpÂn,Kq is a noetherian regular integral
domain. Let d denote its (finite) global dimension. Of course, d equals the sum of
the global dimension of F0A{πF0A and the number r as defined in (2).

Proposition 3.11. The noetherian ring Ân,K is Auslander regular of global di-
mension ď d.

Proof. The ring GrpÂn,Kq is Auslander regular [23, III.2.4.3] and therefore An{πAn

is Auslander regular of global dimension ď d according to [23, II.3.1.4] and [23,

III.2.2.5]. According to [23, III.3.4.6] we obtain that the rings grπ‚ Ân “ pAn{πAnqrts

and grπ‚ Ân,K “ pAn{πAnqrt˘1s are Auslander regular of global dimension ď d ` 1.

A second application of [23, II.3.1.4] and [23, III.2.2.5] now yields that the rings Ân
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and Ân,K are Auslander regular of global dimension ď d ` 1. On the other hand,

πÂn is contained in the Jacobson radical of Ân according to [23, I.3.3.5] and so π

annihilates any simple Ân-module. Hence the global dimension of Ân,K “ Ânrπ´1s

is even ď d by [26, 7.4.3/7.4.4]. �

According to the proposition the Fréchet-Stein algebra ÂK verifies the assump-
tion (DIM) as formulated in [41, 8.8]. Consequently, the grade number jÂK

is a
well-behaved codimension function on the abelian category of coadmissible mod-
ules. This implies the following corollary; cf. [41, Lem. 8.4].

Corollary 3.12. If M is a coadmissible ÂK-module and Mn :“ Ân,K bÂK
M , then

jÂK
pMq “ min

n
jÂn,K

pMnq .

We finish with a discussion of examples of algebras A satisfying our requirements.
Let g be an R-Lie algebra which is finite and free as an R-module, say of rank d.
Let A :“ Upgq be its universal enveloping algebra equipped with its usual positive
filtration. Then A satisfies all our requirements. Indeed, A is free as an R-module,
hence π-adically separated. Moreover, (1) is trivial since F0A “ R and the graded
ring of Upgq equals the symmetric algebra of the R-module g whence (2). Note that

AK “ UpgKq with the K-Lie algebra gK :“ g bR K and that Ân,K “ ÛpπngqK ,

i.e., Ân,K coincides with the π-adic completion with subsequent inversion of π of
the universal enveloping algebra Upπngq of the R-Lie algebra πng for all n. Note

that GrpÂn,Kq is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra of the R{πR-vector space

g{πg. In particular, the global dimension of ÛpπngqK is in fact equal to d as follows

from [3, Prop. 9.1] applied to the augmentation character ÛpπngqK Ñ K given by

x “ 0 for all x P πng. Since F0A “ R, the Arens-Michael envelope ÂK equals
the completion of UpgKq with respect to all submultiplicative seminorms on the
abstract K-algebra UpgKq. This completion was first introduced and studied in
[34] and [35]. For future reference we restate its faithful flatness property.

Theorem 3.13. The natural homomorphism UpgKq Ñ ÛpgKq is faithfully flat.

As a second example we consider a smooth affine integral scheme X of finite type
over R whose closed fiber is integral and whose affine algebra OpXq is π-adically
complete. We assume that the locally free module of differentials ΩX{R is already
free, say of rank d. Let A :“ DpXq be the ring of (crystalline) global differential
operators on X with its natural filtration. Note that DpXq coincides with the
derivation ring of OpXq as studied in [26, 15.1]. In particular, F0A “ OpXq, the
ring of global sections of X. Then A satisfies all of our requirements: A is free
as an OpXq-module and hence π-adically separated. Moreover, (1) follows from
F0A “ OpXq and our assumptions on X. It is well known that the graded ring of
DpXq equals the symmetric algebra of the OpXq-module consisting of the global
vector fields on X whence (2).

More generally, the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebroid [31] gives rise to many
examples. Let us briefly recall the definition (taken from [1]). Let R Ñ S be
a ring homomorphism to some commutative ring S. A Lie algebroid is a pair
pL, aq consisting of an R-Lie algebra and S-module L, together with an S-linear
R-Lie algebra homomorphism a from L to the R-linear derivations of S, such that
rv, sws “ srv, ws`apvqpsqw for all v, w P L and s P S. It is possible to form a unital
associative R-algebra UpLq called the enveloping algebra of pL, aq which is generated
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as an R-algebra by S and L subject to appropriate natural relations. Whenever
L is a projective S-module, UpLq has a natural positive filtration with associated
graded ring the symmetric algebra SymSpLq. Suppose now that L is already a
free S-module, say of rank d, and that S is π-adically complete. Then F0A “ S
and A :“ UpLq satisfies all our requirements if and only if F0A “ S satisfies (1).
Our two first examples above are the special cases S :“ R and pL, aq :“ pg, 0q,
respectively, S :“ OpXq and pL, aq :“ pΩ_

X{RpXq, idq.

4. From Dpg, P q-modules to DpGq-modules

We consider the locally L-analytic groups P and G as well as the maximal com-
pact subgroup G0 Ď G. We let P0 “ G0 X P and g “ LiepGq. The locally analytic
distribution algebras with coefficients in K are denoted by DpP q, DpGq, DpP0q and
DpG0q. In this section, we will consider a certain functor FG

P p.q1 from Lie algebra
representations of g endowed with a compatible locally analytic action of P to lo-
cally analytic G-representations. This functor, or rather its restriction to certain
highest weight categories was introduced and studied in [28]. To alleviate notation,
we denote the universal enveloping algebra of the base change to K of the L-Lie
algebra g by Upgq.

The group G and its subgroup P act via the adjoint representation on the Lie
algebra g and hence on Upgq. We denote by

Dpg, P q :“ DpP q bUppq Upgq

the corresponding skew-product ring. The skew-multiplication here is induced by

pδp1 b x1
q ¨ pδp b xq “ δp1p b δp´1px1

qx

for p, p1 P P and x, x1 P Upgq. Similarly, we denote by Dpg, P0q the skew-product
ring DpP0q bUppq Upgq.

Lemma 4.1. The natural linear map Dpg, P q Ñ DpGq is an injective ring homo-
morphism with image equal to the subring of DpGq generated by DpP q and Upgq.

Proof. Let U´
P be the group of points of the opposite unipotent radical of P and let

u´
p be its Lie-algebra. In particular, g “ p‘u´

p . The multiplication map P ˆU´
P Ñ

G is injective and induces an injective homomorphism DpP ˆ U´
P q Ñ DpGq. The

linear map appearing in the lemma is injective being the composite of the injective
linear maps

Dpg, P q “ DpP q bK Upu´
p q ÝÑ DpP q bK DpU´

P q ÝÑ DpP ˆ U´
P q ÝÑ DpGq .

The remaining assertions are clear. �

An obvious variant of the above proof for the group G0 shows that the natural
linear map Dpg, P0q Ñ DpG0q is an injective ring homomorphism with image equal
to the subring of DpG0q generated by DpP0q and Upgq.

Lemma 4.2. One has

DpGq “ DpG0q bDpg,P0q Dpg, P q

as bimodules. In particular,

DpGq bDpg,P q M “ DpG0q bDpg,P0q M

for any Dpg, P q-module M .
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Proof. The bimodule map equal to the composite

DpG0q bDpP0q DpP q ÝÑ DpG0q bDpg,P0q Dpg, P q Ñ DpGq

is an isomorphism according to [42, Lem. 6.1]. Since the first map is surjective,
both individual maps are isomorphisms as well. The second statement is clear. �

We consider the functor

M ÞÑ FG
P pMq

1 :“ DpGq bDpg,P q M

from Dpg, P q-modules to DpGq-modules. Here, we follow the notation of [28],
compare in particular Proposition 3.7 in loc. cit. If the parabolic subgroup P is
clear from the context, we will occasionally abbreviate

M :“ FG
P pMq

1 .

Lemma 4.3. If M is finitely generated as Upgq-module, then M is coadmissible.

Proof. As a DpG0q-module we have M “ DpG0q bDpg,P0q M according to the
preceding lemma. The group P0 is topologically finitely generated. Let p1, . . . , pr be
a set of topological generators and letm1, . . . ,ms be a set of generators for the Upgq-
module M . Since Upgq is noetherian, the DpG0q-module DpG0q bUpgq M is finitely
presented and hence coadmissible. Consider its submodule N finitely generated by
the elements δpi

b mj ´ 1 b δpi
mj . Then N is coadmissible and it suffices to see

that N equals the kernel of the natural surjection DpG0q bUpgq M Ñ M, i.e., that
N contains all elements of the form δ b m ´ 1 b δm where δ P DpP0q and m P M .
To this end, observe that M equals a countable union of vector subspaces of finite
dimension. We giveM the finest locally convex topology and letW :“ DpG0qbKM
have its projective tensor product topology, e.g., [37, §17B]. Then W satisfies the
assumptions of [37, Prop. 8.8]. Indeed, M is a finitely generated module over Upgq

and hence equals a countable locally convex inductive limit over finite-dimensional
subspaces Mn, each Wn :“ DpG0q bK Mn is a Fréchet space which continuously
embeds into W and W “

Ť

n Wn. Hence, the surjective continuous linear map
W Ñ DpG0q bUpgq M is open. In other words, the canonical topology on the
coadmissible moduleDpG0qbUpgqM equals the quotient topology ofW by a suitable
closed subspace. Hence, if δn Ñ δ is a convergent sequence in DpP0q, then for any
m P M ,

pδn b m ´ 1 b δnmq Ñ pδ b m ´ 1 b δmq

is a convergent sequence in the coadmissible module DpG0q bUpgq M . Since N is
closed inDpG0qbUpgqM , we are therefore reduced to show that δnbm´1bδnm P N
for all n. Since the abstract group ring KrP0s is dense in DpP0q according to
[40, Lem. 3.1] we may assume δn P KrP0s. Since our assertion is linear in δn, we
may further assume that δn lies in the image of P0. The assertion follows in this
case from the fact that the pi topologically generate the group P0. �

We now start a more detailed analysis of the module M closely following the
discussion in [28, 5.5]. We put

κ “

"

1, p ą 2,
2, p “ 2.
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In the following, let r always denote a real number in p0, 1q X pQ with the prop-
erty:

(4.4) there is m P Zě0 such that s “ rp
m

satisfies 1
p ă s and sκ ă p´1{pp´1q .

For such numbers r we let DrpG0q and DrpP0q be the Banach algebras appearing
in loc. cit. Let us briefly sketch their construction. One chooses suitable uniform
pro-p groups H Ă G0 and H` :“ H X P0 such that H is open normal in G0.
The distribution algebras of H and H` admit canonical r-norms coming from the
canonical p-valuation on the group [41]. The rings DpG0q resp. DpP0q are finite
free ring extensions over DpHq resp. DpH`q and carry the corresponding maximum
norms. The rings DrpG0q resp. DrpP0q are the associated completions. They define
the Fréchet-Stein structure of DpG0q resp. DpP0q. Let Urpgq and Urppq be the
topological closure of Upgq in DrpG0q and Uppq in DrpP0q respectively. Put

Drpg, P0q :“ DrpP0q bUrppq Urpgq .

An argument completely analogous to Lemma 4.1 shows that the natural linear
map Drpg, P0q Ñ DrpG0q is an injective ring homomorphism with image equal
to the subring of DrpG0q generated by DrpP0q and Urpgq. If HP0 denotes the
subgroup of G0 generated by H and P0, the intersection

P0,r :“ HP0 X Drpg, P0q

is thus well defined.

Lemma 4.5. The set P0,r is an open normal subgroup of HP0. One has

DrpG0q “
à

gPG0{P0,r

δgDrpg, P0q .

Proof. This follows from [28, 5.6]. �
We let

Mr :“ Urpgq bUpgq M, Mr :“ DrpG0q bDpG0q M “ DrpG0q bDpg,P0q M .

For g P G we denote by Adpgq the automorphism of Upgq (or Urpgq) induced by
the left conjugation action h ÞÑ ghg´1 of g on G. We note that the group P0 acts
on Mr via p.px b mq :“ pAdppqpxqq b pm.

Lemma 4.6. The natural map

Mr
»

ÝÑ Drpg, P0q bDpg,P0q M

induced from the map Urpgq Ñ Drpg, P0q, x ÞÑ 1 b x is bijective.

Proof. The ring DrpP0q is a finite and free module over Urppq on a basis given
by distributions δp with p P P0. The pP0, Urpgqq-module structure on Mr there-
fore extends to a module structure over the ring Drpg, P0q. The resulting map
Drpg, P0q bDpg,P0q M Ñ Mr provides an inverse for the map in question. �

Using the two lemmas we can derive the following decomposition of Mr as Urpgq-
module,

(4.7) Mr “ DrpG0q bDpg,P0q M “ DrpG0q bDrpg,P0q Mr »
à

gPG0{P0,r

δg ‹ Mr,

where δg ‹ Mr denotes the twist of the Urpgq-module Mr with the automorphism
Adpgq in the sense of Lemma 2.1.
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Proposition 4.8. On the abelian category of Dpg, P q-modules which are finitely
generated as Upgq-modules, the correspondence M ÞÑ M constitutes an exact and
faithful functor with trivial kernel (i.e., M “ 0 implies M “ 0).

Proof. By results of Frommer and Kohlhaase (in the form of [33, 2.3]) the projec-

tive limit Ûpgq “ lim
ÐÝr

Urpgq is Fréchet-Stein and equals the Arens-Michael envelope

(also called hyperenveloping algebra in loc. cit.) of Upgq. By [14, 1.2.7] the pro-
jective system Urpgq and the projective system used in Theorem 3.13 are therefore
equivalent, but we will not need this. If M ‰ 0, then

M̂ :“ Ûpgq bUpgq M ‰ 0

according to Theorem 3.13. Moreover, since M is finitely generated, the Ûpgq-

module M̂ is finitely presented and hence coadmissible. Thus, M̂ “ lim
ÐÝr

Mr which

implies Mr ‰ 0 for a cofinal family of values of r. According to (4.7), Mr ‰ 0 for
these r. Since M is coadmissible (4.3), this implies M ‰ 0. Moreover, a sequence of
coadmissible DpG0q-modules is exact if and only if this is true after base extension
to DrpG0q for a cofinal family of values of r. The decomposition (4.7) is natural in
M . Since the functor M ÞÑ Mr is exact [41, Rem. 3.2], so is the functor M ÞÑ M.
The faithfulness is now a formal consequence. �

We compute a class of examples related to locally analytic parabolic induction.
Recall the Levi decompositions P “ LP ¨ UP and p “ lP ‘ up. Let V be a locally
analytic LP -representation on a finite-dimensional K-vector space. We set upV “ 0
and consider V a Uppq-module. The induced Upgq-module

MpV q :“ Upgq bUppq V

is then naturally a Dpg, P q-module which is finitely generated over Upgq. Indeed,
we have the diagonal action of LP on the tensor product MpV q where LP acts on
the factor Upgq via the adjoint action. It extends to a DpLP q-action and it suffices
therefore to check that the up-action extends compatibly to DpUP q. However,
the action of the Lie algebra up even integrates uniquely to an algebraic action

of UP on MpV q as follows. Given an element u “ exppxq P UPpKq, where K

denotes an algebraic closure of K, we define ρpuq :“
ř

ně0
ρpxq

n

n! , where ρpxqn “ 0
for n " 0. The representations of LP and UP are compatible in the sense that
h ˝ ρpuq ˝ h´1 “ ρpAdphqpuqq, for h P LP , u P UP . Hence, MpV q is a DpP q-module
and then even a Dpg, P q-module as claimed.

Proposition 4.9. The map V Ñ MpV q, v ÞÑ 1 b v induces an isomorphism of
DpGq-modules

DpGq bDpP q V
»

ÝÑ FG
P pMpV qq

1 .

Proof. The map

FG
P pMpV qq

1
Ñ DpGq bDpP q V, δ b px b vq ÞÑ pδxq b v

for δ P DpGq, x P Upgq, v P V is well defined and provides a two-sided inverse. �

Remark. The module DpGq bDpP q V is dual to the locally analytic parabolic in-

duction IndGP pV 1q.
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In the following we will investigate the behavior of the functor FG
P p.q1 in terms of

dimensions. To this end, recall that the ring Upgq is a noetherian Auslander regular
ring of global dimension d :“ dimL g. For a finitely generated Upgq-module M we
therefore have its canonical dimension dimUpgq M :“ d ´ jUpgqpMq; cf. section 2.

Remark. Traditionally, dimension theory over the ring Upgq is developed using
the so-called Gelfand-Kirillov dimension; cf. [17]. However, it follows from [22,
Remark 5.8 (3)] together with [26, Prop. 8.1.15 (iii)] that for finitely generated
Upgq-modules, Gelfand-Kirillov dimension coincides with canonical dimension.

On the other hand, for any compact open subgroup H Ď G and a coadmissible
DpHq-module M , we define

dimDpHq M :“ d ´ jDpHqpMq .

If DpHq “ lim
ÐÝr

DrpHq is a Fréchet-Stein structure for DpHq and Mr :“ DrpHq

bDpHqM , then

(4.10) dimDpHqpMq “ sup
r

dimDrpHqpMrq

according to [41, §8]. Moreover, if M is even a DpGq-module, then, according to
[41] and [32], the number dimDpHq M is independent of the choice of H. In this
case, we denote it by dimDpGq M , or simply dimM , if no confusion can arise, and
call it the canonical dimension of the coadmissible DpGq-module M .

We shall also need the Arens-Michael envelope Ûpgq of g as introduced in the
preceding section. Recall that this is a Fréchet-Stein algebra equal to the completion
of Upgq with respect to all submultiplicative seminorms on Upgq. As such, it comes

with a natural completion homomorphism Upgq Ñ Ûpgq which is faithfully flat; cf.
Theorem 3.13.

Theorem 4.11. If M is a Dpg, P q-module which is finitely generated as Upgq-
module, then

dimDpGq M “ dimUpgq M .

Proof. It suffices to prove jDpG0qpMq “ jUpgqpMq. The left-hand side of this iden-
tity equals minr jDrpG0qpMrq according to (4.10). According to [32, 6.3] (com-
pare also [28, (5.5.7)]) the ring DrpG0q is a finite free Urpgq-module on a ba-
sis which consists of units satisfying the assumptions of [41, Lem. 8.8]. Hence,
jDrpG0qpMrq “ jUrpgqpMrq for all r. By (4.7) together with Lemma 2.1, we have

jUrpgqpMrq “ max
gPG0{P0,r

jUrpgqpδg ‹ Mrq “ jUrpgqMr .

So it remains to show that jUpgqpMq “ minr jUrpgqpMrq. Since M̂ :“ Ûpgq bUpgq

M is coadmissible, we have

jUpgqpMq “ jÛpgq
pM̂q “ min

r
jUrpgqpMrq

according to Corollary 3.10 and Corollary 3.12. �

Combining the theorem with [17, Lem. 8.9] gives the dimension of parabolically
induced representations.

Corollary 4.12. One has dimFG
P pMpV qq1 “ dimLpg{pq where dimL denotes vector

space dimension.
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5. Highest weight modules and dimension

In this section we explain the relation to the parabolic BGG-categories for the
pair p Ď g appearing in [28] and compute the dimensions of certain irreducible
G-representations occurring in the image of the functor FG

P . As in the previous
section, we make the general convention that, when dealing with universal en-
veloping algebras, we write Upgq, Uppq, etc. to denote the corresponding universal
enveloping algebras after base change to K, i.e., what is precisely UpgKq, UppKq

and so on.

5.1. The category O and its parabolic variants Op. We letO be the full subcategory
of all finitely generated Upgq-modules M which satisfy the properties:

(1) M decomposes as a direct sum of one-dimensional tK-representations;

(2) for every m P M , the subspace Upbq ¨ m Ă M is finite-dimensional over K.

By (1), we may write any object M in O as a direct sum

(5.1) M “
à

λPt
˚
K

Mλ

where Mλ “ tm P M | @x P tK : x ¨ m “ λpxqmu is the λ-eigenspace attached to
λ P t˚K “ HomKptK ,Kq. Let X˚pTq “ HompT,Gmq be the group of characters of
the torus T which we consider via the derivative as a subgroup of t˚K .

We let Oalg be the full subcategory of O consisting of objects M P O where the
tK-module structure on every Mλ lifts to an algebraic action of T.

Example 5.2. For λ P t˚K , let Kλ “ K be the 1-dimensional tK-module where the
action is given by λ. Then Kλ extends uniquely to a bK -module. Let

Mpλq “ Upgq bUpbq Kλ P O

be the corresponding Verma module. Denote by Lpλq P O its simple quotient.
Suppose the character λ integrates to a locally analytic character of T . As we
have explained before Proposition 4.9, the module Mpλq is then a Dpg, Bq-module
finitely generated over Upgq and the same holds true for Lpλq. In this situation,
Mpλq resp. Lpλq is an object of Oalg if and only if λ P X˚pTq.

We shall also need the parabolic versions of the above categories. We define Op

to be the category of finitely generated Upgq-modules M satisfying the properties:

(1) viewed as a lp,K -module, M is the direct sum of finite-dimensional simple
modules;

(2) the action of up,K on M is locally finite.

Clearly, the category Op is a full subcategory of O. If Q is a standard parabolic
subgroup with Q Ą P , then Oq Ă Op. For p “ g, the category Og consists of all
finite-dimensional semisimple Upgq-modules whereas for p “ b, we have Ob “ O.
Let Irrplp,Kqfd be the set of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional irreducible
lp,K-modules. By (1), any object in Op has a decomposition into lp,K -modules

(5.3) M “
à

aPIrrplp,Kqfd

Ma
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where Ma Ă M is the a-isotypic part of the representation a. We let Op

alg be

the full subcategory of Op consisting of objects M of Op with the following prop-
erty: if Ma ‰ 0 (with the notation as in (5.3)), then a is the Lie algebra rep-
resentation induced by a finite-dimensional algebraic LP,K-representation, where
LP,K “ LP ˆSpecpLq SpecpKq (note that lp,K “ LiepLP,Kq). Again, the category

Og

alg is contained in Oalg and contains all finite-dimensional gK-modules which are

induced by algebraic G-modules. If M is an object of Op, then M is in Op

alg if and

only it is in Oalg; cf. [28, Lem. 2.8].

Example 5.4. Let Δ be the set of simple roots of G with respect to T Ă B. Let
λ P t˚K and set I “ tα P Δ | xλ, α_y P Zě0u. We let P “ PI is the standard
parabolic subgroup of G attached to I. Then λ is dominant with respect to the
reductive Lie algebra lp “ LiepLPq. Denote by VIpλq the corresponding irreducible
finite-dimensional lp-representation and consider the generalized Verma module (in
the sense of Lepowsky [21])

MIpλq “ Upgq bUppIq VIpλq .

There is a surjective map Mpλq Ñ MIpλq , where the kernel is given by the
image of

À

αPI Mpsα ¨ λq Ñ Mpλq. Now suppose the lp-representation on VIpλq

integrates to a locally analytic LP -representation. As we have explained before
Proposition 4.9, the module MIpλq is then a Dpg, P q-module and finitely generated
over Upgq. In this situation, MIpλq is an object of Op

alg if and only if the lp-action on

VIpλq integrates to an algebraic LP -action. This happens if and only if λ P XpTq.
In this case, Lpλq is an object of Op

alg [16, sec. 9.4].

Let M be an object of Op

alg as above. Then M is the union of finite-dimensional
pK-modules. Denote by X one of these finite-dimensional submodules. Then X
lifts uniquely to an algebraic PK-representation [28, Cor. 3.6]. Let us sketch the
argument. The Uppq-module X, considered as a Uplpq-module, decomposes into a
direct sum of isotypic modulesXa and each moduleXa lifts uniquely to an algebraic
representation of LP,K . The action of the Lie algebra up,K integrates uniquely to
an algebraic action of UP on X in the manner we have explained before Proposition
4.9. This shows that X is uniquely endowed with an algebraic representation of
PK . Consequently, there is a unique Dpg, P q-module structure on M that extends
its Upgq-module structure and such that the action of Uppq, as a subring of Upgq,
coincides with the action of Uppq as a subring of DpP q. Moreover, any morphism
M1 Ñ M2 in Op

alg is automatically a homomorphism of Dpg, P q-modules. In other
words, we have a fully faithful embedding of categories

Op

alg ãÑ category of all Dpg, P q´modules, finitely generated over Upgq .

We now explain how one may compute the dimensions of the irreducible G-
representations that occur in the image of Op

alg via the functor FG
P . Let λ P t˚K be

the differential of a locally analytic character of T and let P “ PI be adapted to λ in
the sense of Example 5.4. Consider the simple quotient Lpλq and the coadmissible
DpGq-module

LIpλq :“ FG
P pLpλqq

1 .

We have dimLIpλq “ dimLpλq by Theorem 4.11. Moreover, if λ P X˚pTq, then
Lpλq is an object of Op

alg and the DpGq-module LIpλq is simple (at least if p ě 5;

cf. [28, Thm. 5.3]). We therefore briefly recall the classical relation of dimLpλq to
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the so-called Goldie rank polynomials. For this, we need to introduce some extra
notation following [17, 2.7]. We let X˚pTq Ď Λ be the integral weight lattice and
let Λ` and Λ`` be the subsets of dominant resp. strictly dominant weights. For
simplicity we assume λ P Λ. Recall that the isomorphism classes of the Lpμq, μ P t˚

as well as the isomorphism classes of the Mpμq, μ P t˚ form two different Z-bases of
the Grothendieck group of the abelian category O; cf. [17, 4.5]. In particular, for
any μ P t˚,

rLpμqs “
ÿ

μ1Pt˚

pLpμq : Mpμ1
qqrMpμ1

qs

for some uniquely determined coefficients pLpμq : Mpμ1qq P Z. For any μ P Λ``,
the number

aΛpw,w1
q :“ pLpw ¨ μq : Mpw1

¨ μqq

for w,w1 P W is independent of the choice of μ, cf. [17, 4.14]. Here, ¨ denotes the
dot action of W on X˚pTqQ, i.e., w ¨ μ “ wpμ ` ρq ´ ρ where ρ equals half the
sum over the positive roots Φ`. We fix once and for all an element t P t such that
αptq “ 1 for all α P Δ. For fixed w P W we let m “ mw P Ně0 be minimal such
that

f̃Λ
w :“

1

m!

ÿ

w1PW

aΛpw,w1
qpw1´1

ptqq
m

P Symm
ptq

is nonzero; cf. [17, 9.13]. The number mw does not depend on the particular choice
of t P t˚. In fact, different choices of t lead to polynomials that differ by a scalar
in Lˆ; cf. [17, 14.7]. The polynomial f̃Λ

w is, up to scaling, the so-called Goldie rank
polynomial of w P W .

Remark. The polynomials f̃Λ
w and their generalizations to arbitrary cosets t˚{Λ

were introduced and studied by Joseph [19] and build a bridge between primitive
ideals of Upgq, nilpotent adjoint orbits and the representation theory of W . For
more details we refer to [17, Kap. 14].

We pick μ P Λ` such that λ “ w ¨ μ “ wpμ ` ρq ´ ρ for some w P W , write

(5.5) S :“ B0
μ :“ tα P Δ | xμ ` ρ, α_

y “ 0u

and let WS be the subgroup of W generated by all sα, α P S. Hence, WS coincides
with the stabilizer tw1 P W : w1 ¨ μ “ μu according to [17, 2.5]. Let WS be the
unique system of representatives of maximal length for the left cosets in W {WS .
Since W ¨ μ “ WS ¨ μ we may and will assume that w P WS .

Theorem 5.6. The module Lpλq “ Lpw ¨ μq has the dimension

dimUpgqLpw ¨ μq “ #Φ`
´ mw

where mw denotes the degree of the polynomial f̃Λ
w .

Proof. Since w P WS , we have B0
μ “ S Ă τΛpwq according to [17, 2.7(1)] (and

in the notation of loc. cit.). We may therefore apply [17, Satz 9.12] to obtain
dimUpgq Lpw ¨ μq “ #Φ` ´ mw. Note that all arguments extend from the split
semisimple case of loc. cit. to the more general split reductive case considered here
and that Gelfand-Kirillov dimension may be replaced by canonical dimension. �
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Remark. The wish to explicitly compute the polynomial f̃Λ
w and its degree led to the

formulation of the so-called Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture [20]. This conjecture is now
a theorem thanks to the work of Beilinson-Bernstein [4] and Brylinski-Kashiwara
[7].

6. Application to equivariant line bundles on Drinfeld’s

upper half space

In this section we explain briefly how the results of the preceding sections com-
bined with a theorem from [28] allow to compute the dimension of representations
coming from line bundles on Drinfeld’s half space.

We let G “ GLd`1. Moreover, B Ă GLd`1 equals the Borel subgroup of lower
triangular matrices andT Ă B the diagonal torus. For a decomposition pn1, . . . , nsq

of d ` 1 the symbol Pn1,...,ns
denotes the corresponding lower standard parabolic

subgroup of GLd`1 with Levi subgroup Ln1,...,ns
.

Let X be Drinfeld’s half space of dimension d ě 1 over K. This is a rigid-analytic
variety over K given by the complement of all K-rational hyperplanes in projective
space Pd

K , i.e.,

X “ Pd
Kz

ď

HŘKd`1
PpHq ,

where H runs over the set of K-rational hyperplanes in Kd`1. There is a natural
action of G “ GLd`1pKq on X induced by the algebraic action m : G ˆ Pd

K Ñ Pd
K

of G defined by

g ¨ rq0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : qds :“ mpg, rq0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : qdsq :“ rq0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : qdsg´1 .

Let s P Z and denote by λ1 “ ps, . . . , sq P Zd the constant integral weight for GLd.
Let r “ λ0 P Z and set

λ “ pr, s, . . . , sq P Zd`1 .

We denote by Lλ the homogeneous line bundle on Pd
K “ GLd`1{P1,d such that its

fiber in the base point is the irreducible algebraic L1,d-representation corresponding
to λ. Then we obtain Lλ “ Opr´sq where the G-linearization is given by the tensor
product of the natural one on Opr ´ sq with dets. The space of global sections
H0pX ,Lλq is a coadmissible DpGq-module. We may compute its dimension as
follows.

Put wj :“ sj ¨ ¨ ¨ s1, where si P W is the (standard) simple reflection in the Weyl
group W – Sd`1 of G. Recall that ¨ denotes the dot action of W on X˚pTqQ.
There is at most one integer 0 ď i0 ď d, such that Hi0pPd

K ,Lλq is nonvanishing
which is i0 “ 0 for r ě s resp. i0 “ d for s ě r`d`1. Otherwise, there is a unique
integer i0 ă d with wi0 ¨λ “ wi0`1 ¨λ. This is the case for 0 ď i0 “ s´r´1 ă d`1.
We write

μi,λ :“

"

wi´1 ¨ λ : i ď i0
wi ¨ λ : i ą i0

*

, i “ 1, . . . , d .

This is a Lpi,d´i`1q-dominant weight with respect to the Borel subgroup
Lpi,d´i`1q X B` where B` denotes the upper triangular matrices in GLd`1. Con-
sider the block matrix

zj :“

ˆ

0 Ij
Id`1´j 0

˙

P G ,

where Ik P GLkpKq denotes the k ˆ k-identity matrix. We may regard zj as an

element of W and consider the weights z´1
j ¨ μj,λ for any j “ 0, . . . , d ´ 1. For each
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j we choose an element vj P W such that

v´1
j ¨ pz´1

j ¨ μj,λq P Λ`.

As explained in the discussion following (5.5), we can and will here assume addi-
tionally that vj lies in the subset WSj Ă W corresponding to

Sj :“ B0
v´1
j ¨pz´1

j ¨μj,λq
.

Theorem 6.1. The coadmissible DpGq-module H0pX ,Lλq has the dimension

dimH0
pX ,Lλq “ #Φ`

´ min
j“0,...,d´1

mvj .

Here, mvj denotes the degree of the polynomial f̃Λ
vj .

Proof. We abbreviate LpX q :“ H0pX ,Lλq. For j “ 0, . . . , d ´ 1 the Upgq-

module Lpz´1
j ¨ μj,λq lies in the category Opj`1,d´j

alg . By [28, 5.3] the DpGq-module

FG
Ppj`1,d´jq

pLpz´1
j ¨ μj,λqq is simple, but we do not need this. In any case, there is a

filtration of LpX q by coadmissible DpGq-submodules

(6.2) LpX q “ LpX q
0

Ą LpX q
1

Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą LpX q
d´1

Ą LpX q
d

“ H0
pPd,Lq,

such that for j “ 0, . . . , d ´ 1, there are DpGq-module extensions

(6.3) 0 Ñ FG
Ppj`1,d´jq

pLpz´1
j ¨ μj,λqq Ñ pLpX q

j
{LpXq

j`1
q Ñ Zj Ñ 0

where Zj is dual to a locally algebraic G-representation; cf. [28, Cor. 7.6] and
[27, Cor. 2.2.9]. Since Zj has dimension zero, we obtain

dimpLpX qq “ max
j“0,...,d´1

dimFG
Ppj`1,d´jq

pLpz´1
j ¨ μj,λqq

and so Theorem 5.6 yields the assertion. �

7. Dimensions for GL2pQpq and p-adic Galois representations

Let L “ Qp in this section. We first discuss some preliminaries concerning locally
analytic vectors in Banach space representations. In the second part we apply this
to representations of GL2pQpq occuring in Colmez’ p-adic Langlands correspondence
[12].

We consider an arbitrary locally analytic group G which has dimension d. Fix
some arbitrary compact open subgroup H Ă G and let

oK rrHss :“ lim
ÐÝ
N�H

oK rH{N s

be the completed group ring of H with coefficients in oK . Write

KrrHss :“ K boK oK rrHss and krrHss :“ k boK oKrrHss

where k :“ oK{pπq is the residue field of oK . These rings are noetherian and, in
case H has no element of order p, even Auslander regular with global dimensions
gldpoKrrHssq “ d`1 and gldpkrrHssq “ gldpKrrHssq “ d [43, Thm. 3.29], [2, Thm.
5.1/5.2]. We assume in the following that H has no element of order p. If R denotes
one of the rings oK ,K or k, we define the category of coadmissible modules over R to
be the category of finitely generated RrrHss-modulesM equipped with a compatible
linear action of G (and obvious morphisms). It is abelian and independent of the
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choice of H. If H 1 Ă H is a subgroup one has jRrrH1sspMq “ jRrrHsspMq along the
lines of [41, Lem. 8.8]. The number

dimRrrHss M “ gldpRrrHssq ´ jRrrHsspMq

is therefore independent of the particular choice of H in G. If M is additionally
flat over oK , we then have

(7.1) dimKrrHss K boK M “ dimkrrHss k boK M “ dimoKrrHss M ´ 1

according to [3, Thm. 3.3 and Lem. 8.5]. In case of R “ K we simply write dim
instead of dimKrrHss in the following.

Passage to the continuous dual V Ñ V 1 induces an anti-equivalence of the cate-
gory of admissible Banach space representations ofG with the coadmissible modules
overK [39, Thm. 3.5]. The restriction of this equivalence to unitary representations
is compatible via reduction mod π with Pontryagin duality p¨q_ between admissi-
ble smooth representations over k and the coadmissible modules over k [29, Lem.
5.4]. Given a unitary representation, one may choose an open bounded G-invariant
lattice V 0 in V and consider its reduction V :“ V 0{πV 0. Finally, passage to lo-
cally analytic vectors V ÞÑ V an is an exact functor from admissible Banach space
representations to admissible locally analytic representations [41, §7].

Proposition 7.2. One has dimV 1 “ dimpV anq1 for any admissible Banach space
representation V of G. If V is unitary with a chosen reduction V , then dimV 1 “

dimkrrHss V
_
.

Proof. As representations of H, the functor V ÞÑ V an is given on the level of coad-
missible modules as the base change M ÞÑ DpHq bKrrHss M . Since the homomor-
phism KrrHss Ñ DpHq is faithfully flat [41, Thm. 5.2], the first assertion follows
from Lemma 2.2. The second assertion follows from our discussion above. �

For V an admissible Banach space representation or locally analytic representa-
tion we will write in the following dimV for the dimension of the dual V 1.

We now specialize to certain reductive groups G. To this end, let G be a con-
nected split reductive group scheme over oL with Lie algebra g. Let κ̄ be an
algebraic closure of κ, the residue field of oL. Let us consider the following three
hypothesis on the geometric closed fiber Gs̄ “ G boL κ̄ of G which are familiar
from the theory of modular Lie algebras (cf. [18], 6.3).

(H1) The derived group of Gs̄ is (semisimple) simply connected.
(H2) The prime p is good for the κ̄-Lie algebra LiepGs̄q.
(H3) There exists a Gs̄-invariant nondegenerate bilinear form on LiepGs̄q.

For example, the general linear group GLn satisfies these conditions for all primes
p (using the trace form for (H3)). Any almost simple and simply connected Gs̄

satisfies these conditions if p ě 7 (and if p does not divide n ` 1 if Gs̄ is of type
An). For a more detailed discussion of these conditions we refer to loc. cit.

We assume from now on that (H1)-(H3) hold. As before, Φ` denotes a set of
positive roots of G and the number r denotes half the dimension of the minimal
nilpotent coadjoint orbit of Gs̄ ([8], Rem. 4.3.4). We assume from now on that the
Lie algebra of our locally analytic group G is isomorphic to gL :“ L boL g.

Proposition 7.3. Let V be an admissible G-Banach space representation. If V an

has an infinitesimal character, then dimV ď 2¨#Φ`. If dimV ě 1, then dimV ě r.
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Proof. The second statement follows from the main result of [3], extended to reduc-
tive groups satisfying (H1)-(H3) in [36]. Suppose now that V an has an infinitesimal
character. By [36, 9.4/9.6] it suffices to show that, for any n ě 1, the dimension

of a finitely generated module M over the Auslander regular ring zUpgqn,K with

infinitesimal character is bounded above by 2 ¨ #Φ`. Here, zUpgqn,K denotes the

π-adic completion (with subsequent inversion of π) of the universal enveloping al-
gebra Upπn

Lgq for a choice of uniformizer πL of oL. We may choose a good double
filtration for M and form its double graded module GrpMq in the sense of [3, 3.2].

The latter is a finitely generated module over GrpzUpgqn,Kq “ Sympgκq whose sup-
port has dimension equal to the dimension of M . Since M has a central character,
GrpMq is annihilated by Sympgκq

Gk
` , the ideal of invariant polynomials without

constant term. Its support lies therefore in the cone of nilpotent elements of gκ
which has dimension 2 ¨ #Φ`. �

We recall that the representation V an always admits an infinitesimal character, if
G “ GL2pQpq and if the representation V is absolutely irreducible [13, introduction,
Thm. 3]. Because [13] assumes p ą 3 (which is in turn caused by relying on [30]),
we will do so here also and throughout the rest of this section.

We now let G “ GL2 and L “ Qp. Moreover, B Ă G denotes the Borel subgroup
of upper triangular matrices. We fix a finite extension Qp Ď K as a coefficient field
for the representations. We denote the continuous character x ÞÑ x|x| of Qˆ

p by

χ. Finally, GalpQ̄p{Qpq denotes the absolute Galois group of Qp. In [12] Colmez
establishes a correspondence

V ÞÑ ΠpV q

from absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional representations V of GalpQ̄p{Qpq over
K to absolutely irreducible unitary admissible G-representations. This correspon-
dence is based on the construction of a G-representation DpV q b P1 attached to
V with central character δpxq “ χ´1 detV pxq where detV is the character of Qˆ

p

corresponding by local class field to the determinant of V . The representation
DpV q bP1 is an extension of ΠpV q by its dual twisted by δ ˝det. In particular, the
central character of ΠpV q equals δ and Proposition 7.3 implies dimΠpV q ď 2. Let
us determine dimΠpV q in case ΠpV q belongs to the unitary principal series, i.e., in
case V is trianguline [11].

In the following, all pϕ,Γq-modules are taken over the classical Robba ring R.
Given a continuous character η : Qˆ

p Ñ Kˆ, the associated pϕ,Γq-module of rank
1 is denoted by Rpηq. Recall that a 2-dimensional Galois representation is called
trianguline, if the associated étale pϕ,Γq-module is an extension of two (non-étale
if V is irreducible) modules of rank 1. If η1, η2 are two continuous characters

Qˆ
p Ñ Kˆ, we denote the locally analytic induction IndGBpη2 b η1χ

´1q simply by
Banpη1, η2q (note the reversed order of the ηi).

Proposition 7.4. One has dimΠpV q “ 1 for any absolutely irreducible 2-dimen-
sional representation V which is trianguline.

Proof. Let Δpsq be the étale pϕ,Γq-module associated with V . Here, s “ pδ1, δ2,L q

is the associated parameter consisting of continuous characters δ1, δ2 : Qˆ
p Ñ Kˆ

and an element L P PpExt1pRpδ1q,Rpδ2qqq. In [10, Thm. 0.7] (compare also [25])
the locally analytic representation ΠpV qan is computed. Either we have the exact
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sequence of locally analytic G-representations

0 Ñ Ban
pδ1, δ2q Ñ ΠpV q

an
Ñ Ban

pδ2, δ1q Ñ 0

(the generic case) or we have an exact sequence of locally analytic G-representations

0 Ñ EL Ñ ΠpV q
an

Ñ Ban
pδ2, δ1q Ñ 0

(the special case) where EL is an extension of a representation W pδ1, δ2q on a
finite-dimensional K-vector space by Stanpδ1, δ2q. Here, W pδ1, δ2q is in fact a
subrepresentation of Banpδ1, δ2q and Stanpδ1, δ2q denotes the corresponding quo-
tient of Banpδ1, δ2q. We have dimBanpη1, η2q “ 1 according to Corollary 4.12 for
any pair of continuous characters pη1, η2q which settles the generic case. Since
dimW pδ1, δ2q “ 0 we have dimEL “ 1 and this settles the special case. �

Corollary 7.5. One has dimΠpV q “ 1 for any absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional
representation V.

Proof. Any smooth principal series representation PSpχq of G over k may be lifted
to a continuous principal series representation PSpχq over K by taking a unitary
lift χ of the inducing smooth character χ. Since PSpχqan equals the locally analytic
induction of χ [38] we obtain dimkrrHss PSpχq_ “ 1 according to Corollary 4.12 and
Propositon 7.2. On the other hand, consider an absolutely irreducible supersingular
representation W of G over k. Up to a twist with a smooth character, W is isomor-
phic to a representation πpr, 0, 1q with r P t0, . . . , p´ 1u, in the notation of [6, Def.

1.1]. According to [6, Thm. 1.4(i)] we have πpr, 0, 1q “ ΠpV q with a crystalline
(hence trianguline) representation V . Since twisting with characters preserves di-
mension, we obtain dimkrrHss W “ 1 according to Propositions 7.2 and 7.4. Now

let V be any absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional representation of GalpQ̄p{Qpq.

According to [9, Thm. 1.4] (proved for p ě 5 already in [30]) the reduction ΠpV q

is, up to a finite extension of K, either absolutely irreducible supersingular or of
finite length with composition factors which occur as composition factors in certain
principal series representations. By Lemma 2.2 passing to finite extensions does

not change dimensions. Hence dimΠpV q
_

“ 1 by our initial remarks and then
dimΠpV q “ 1 by Proposition 7.2. �
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